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Original Poster. Search My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 Onetrackmind Original Poster posts
months. Hi guys, I have a turbo manual. It seems that I can change to a This is tempting as I use
the car in a congested city where we get lots of traffic queues. If I went for the PDK box it would
be easier to use day to day. It would also be newer and probably more reliable. Of course, the
Turbo has already appreciated in value but may go up further. On paper they are similar in
terms of acceleration, prob due to the PDK. Would imagine the in-gear shove of the turbo is
better than the C2S. Has anyone made this move? Any thoughts on this? EGTE posts months.
Think you've pretty much covered every aspect of this, to be honest. Just down to you now,
whether or not you want to do it. Go for a test drive. Drive there in your turbo, try the I don't
think you'll change. You could always swap from a manual turbo to a tip Edited by g7jhp on
Friday 6th January I'm in exactly the same boat, I miss the noise from my old C2 and I reckon a
C2S would be a perfect side grade. Difficult decision isn't it? The Turbo's party trick is definitely
the slug of boost you get. The C2S is bhp so not exactly weak by comparison. As has been said,
I'll need to drive one. Turbo feels rear drive, if a little removed, but with the security of 4wd if the
back gets away too much. I suppose the C2S might feel a little more pure. Turbo engine note is
unsinspiring. I have a sports exhaust which is better but still not as nice an NA. NA power
delivery may be a little better on track. Suppose my main issue is that my turbo is not exactly a
joy to drive in traffic and is a bit grumpy until its warmed up etc. Usual feature of an older car.
Does anyone know if there is a lot more refinement with the C2S over the turbo? I've only been
a passenger in a C2S and it didn't feel any more refined than my turbo. If anything I think the
turbo was more refined because of the torque. The turbo is appreciating in value at the moment,
would you kick yourself if they appreciated even further and the C2S dropped more than
anticipated? I have a turbo too, and whenever I hear another NA , I always think " I wish mine
sounded like that". But then those thoughts are banished once I take the turbo out and that big
shove in the back kicks in. Mine too is a manual and it can be a bit irritating in traffic but I did try
a tiptronic before buying my manual, and whilst it was spot on in terms of power delivery and
sense of purpose, I just prefer a manual. So why not try the turbo tiptronic, might just change
your mind! Lordjimimac 63 posts months. I toiled over what to change my tt for years! I set
sights on a gen2 but drove a load including a gts. Sadly, they were all far less exciting than the
turbo and I didn't think they sounded very good either. Delicacy of steering wasn't much
different either. In the end I sold the turbo last month and, bought a manual e90 m3. It was the
only car that offered the same level of excitement, and the agility, noise and engine really
impressed me. I dreaded feelings of regret but I've had none - I loved to look at and own the Tt,
and in slimey conditions it was magnificent. But day to day and at all speeds and conditions the
m3 is far more fun and satisfying to drive. I do miss looking at it on my drive : But it doubled in
value and never went wrong so I walked with a good innings and fond memories. Will probs get
another - but it will have to be when the revvy is in budget in a few years. Shaoxter 3, posts 86
months. I went from a C4S to a Rides much better over the bumps, the was simply too harsh.
You can also cruise along at 70mph in 7th gear at rpm as it has a very long 7th gear. In terms of
noise, I think you'll be slightly disappointed as the NA Still preferable to a Turbo in that regard
though. Can't comment on the power delivery as I've never owned a Turbo but I've never found
the Only way to find out if you really want to make the move is to try one! Agree that the Gen 2
could be louder, but it is a pleasure to wring out whereas the Turbos are dull as ditchwater;
effective but emotion-free. I think modern Turbos are very overrated, but must admit a manual
Turbo will probably appreciate whereas the I do think the PDK is pretty rubbish though;
uninspiring with no blips on the downchange. It may be quick, but otherwise feels much the
same than the slushmatic Tiptronic. Only advantage is you can get paddle shift, but it never
feels 'racey'. I would stretch to a Carrera PDK as an everyday car as they aren't so expensive
these days. And if you can't stretch, a is a fine choice if you don't need the seats. When hearing
Porsche , almost instantly the Turbo comes to mind. The Turbo has always been the perfect
blend of super car performance with all the everyday usability of the Porsche Without a doubt,
the same could be said about the Turbo S , which we want to take a closer look to. The
Transmission wise, a six-speed manual and the automatic five-speed Tiptronic S were offered.
While the In its first year of production, the In the Turbo S they were fitted as standard. You can
spot the PCCB at first glance with its yellow brake calipers. The PCCB offer more durability
under heavy braking, but are much more expensive to replace than the standard steel brakes.
All Turbos came with Porsches active suspension management as standard. The new front end
with the classic oval shape headlights and LED daytime running lights seemed timeless and
very appealing. The Turbo trademark air vents in the rear quarter panel gave it a nice touch, as
well as the nicely integrated, extendable rear wing. The characteristic air outlets in the rear
bumper was carried over from the predecessor. Despite the aggressive design elemtents, the
Turbo remained true to himself. The wide body with the air vents give the Turbo a more

muscular look than its Carrera siblings, but the Turbo remains subtle and discreet. Compared to
the Italian competitors it nearly looks unobstrusive. That made the Turbo, just like its
predecessors, the perfect car for hasty connoisseurs. While the exterior design was more an
evolutionary thing, the interior had been redesigned completely. Gone were the round shaped
buttons from the The got a much more modern, straight forward design for the centre console.
The excellent sports seats remained untouched and came as standard. Who lusted for a bit
more side support, could order the optional bucket seats. With the exception of the Turbo label
in the rev counter, the mph speedometer and the door sill panels the Turbo shared all of its
interior components with its Carrera siblings. The most noticable upgrade in terms of specs, is
the power output. With bhp at 6, rpm the GT1 derived engine of the The torque figures were
literally boosted as well: Nm from 1, until 5, rpm. With its ten second overboost, the torque
could even reach Nm between 2, and 4, rpm. The Turbo only offered Nm between 2, and 4, rpm.
These figures were achieved by the use of completely redesigned turbochargers. The inlet air
vanes in these turbos can be adjusted on the fly by an adjustment ring. Depending on the
engine load, the angle of the vanes changes and either increase or decrease the air throughput
and therfore the boost pressure. VGTs offer more torque in the bottom and higher rev range,
improved throttle response and a more linear power delivery. To complement the increased
need of cold air, the intercoolers were upgraded as well. To withstand the higher boost pressure
1 bar instead of 0. On the one hand, the As with the The difference between the two lies in the
area, where the air-fuel mixture is formed. While air and fuel are mixed before the inlet valves in
the manifold fuel injection, direct fuel injection means, that the fuel gets injected directly to the
cylinder. That leads to better cooling inside the cylinder and allows higher compression rates.
Therefore, the comprression ratio was pumped up to 9. Maximum torque was offered in the
same rev range, as in the For the interior, Porsche gave the car a new communication
management with a more modern touchscreen. Another year later, the Turbo S completed the
lineup of forced induction s. The Turbo S finally made the a super car killer. Porsche claimed a
top speed of mph. The Turbo offers all you could possibly want from a car, including two-zone
automatic climate control, electronic dampers, electric seats and one of the most advanced sat
nav systems of its time. The Porsche Turbo has the reputation of being the most versatile super
car in the world and the was no exception. With that said, everybody who is pursuing super car
performance without attracting too much attention, should consider the Turbo. Especially in
Turbo S trim, it offers performance, which could even make drivers of the most exotic italian
super cars sweat. The engines combine enormous power with bulletproof reliability and low fuel
consumption. The usual suspects of RUF, 9ff and Gemballe offer everything the power-hungry
Turbo owner could possibly want. Naturally, there are less Turbos than Carreras out there.
Production numbers for the So the Turbo S remains more exclusive than the Carreras. That has
an effect on prices as well. They remain pretty stable, as good Turbo examples start in the
upper five-figures. The Turbo may not be a bargain, but it offers one of the most complete
packages in automotive history. Its acceleration is ballistic, and even former Carrera drivers
need some getting used to that kick in the back. Which one would we suggest? Every offered
Turbo S on Elferspot. Already registered? Login now. Become a member of Elferspot! Register
Login. Buy Porsche On the Elferspot Marketplace. View all cars. Which versions are out there?
Tags: Porsche Share on Facebook Twitter Share on Pinterest. Previous Article The Porsche 2.
Elferspot Magazine You have reached your article limit for this month. Become an Elferspot
Member now and get unlimited access to our Elferspot Magazine and other features! Your own
watch list for your favorite cars We help you find your dream car: get newly added cars straight
into your mailbox I agree to the terms of the privacy agreement Yes, I would like to receive the
Elferspot newsletter with the latest magazine articles and cars. Register without Facebook. All
on Elferspot. View car. This website uses cookies. Find out more. When it comes to sports cars,
there are few so iconic as the Turbo. The Turbo is so different from the standard and Carrera
that it warrants its own separate piece â€” the wheel offsets, the power mods, the exterior are all
different, so why not? Check it out in the following text. Known as an industry giant for
decades, HRE has recently expanded into a new lower level offering of flow-form wheels.
Available in tarmac black and liquid silver, the FF01 is a perfect fit for the car with performance
from a name nearly as storied as Porsche. Another lightweight and strong option is a set of
Forgestar Wheels. Named for their Rotary Forged manufacturing process, a set of these babies
offers premium performance at a budget price. Featuring a concave split 5 spoke design with
flowing organic curves, the Forgestar CF5V is a unique compliment to your Porsche. A set of
5-spoke Forgestar CF5s is a great way to go, offering a clean 5-spoke look with a hint of
concavity. The Forgestar F14 is another popular option from Forgestar wheels, seen here in
Gunmetal. Offering a race-oriented aesthetic, the Forgestar CF10 is another great looking option
for the wide hips of the Turbo. The straight 10 spoke design is contrasted by the concavity of

the wheels that fills out the rear fenders completely. Considering a set of Forged wheels? Check
out this set of fifteen52 Forged Turbomac wheels on this Porsche So if exclusivity and
customization is as important to you as functionality, a set of fifteen52 Forged wheels may be
the right thing for your Avant Garde offers a collection of wheels manufactured specifically for
Porsche vehicles â€” given the unique widths, offsets and lug pattern of Porsche vehicles, they
really have to be their own line given how different things are. Ruger Mesh wheels, seen in
Gloss Black on the Turbo above, are one of their most popular wheel options. If five spokes is
your thing, Ruger has you covered there too with the obviously named Ruger Five, seen here in
Satin Silver. Contrasted against the Forgestar CF5, the Ruger 5 is a more flat-faced wheel with
sharper lines and less concavity. Another handsome option is the Ruger Split. With its widely
spaced, thin spokes and sharp lines, these wheels look amazing on the Just as important as
your wheels is a set of high performance tires to match. You bought a Porsche because you
wanted to go fast and look good doing it, right? A cheap, inferior tire will let you down when you
need it most, scenarios like hard corners, sudden braking, and so on â€” and suddenly you
wrecking the car is the next sensation on youtube. Michelin Pilot Super Sports are one of our
favorite street tires, and the Hankook Ventus V12 Evo2 is a great budget performance option,
and we stock these tires and many other brands in the performance sizes needed right here at
ModBargains. Ready to get a grip with a fresh set of wheels and tires to beautify your and
enhance its performance? Talk to our team of Mod Experts â€” call us at , chat live at
ModBargains. Lowering your Porsche eliminates the excess wheel gap that sours the look of
the car and lowers the center of gravity, sharpening handling further. One of the most popular
ways to lower a car with the lowest cost of entry is a set of lowering springs. One of the best
lowering spring options available for your is offered by our friends at GMG. The next option
after that is a set of coilovers. A set of coilovers completely replaces both your springs and
shock absorbers. Pictured above is a set of Bilstein Damptronics Coilovers for a One of the
most storied names in racecar-grade performance suspension, Ohlins offers technology not
offered by other manufacturers in their performance coilovers. Not sure what suspension type
might be the best for you? Consult the Mod Experts â€” give us a call at , chat live at
ModBargains. Increasing the flow rate of your intake will increase horsepower and torque,
sharpen throttle response and allow you to better hear your turbochargers spool up. Featuring
genuine carbon fiber construction and a dry oil-free filter element, this intake increases the flow
rate with both a more streamlined intake tract and greater filter media surface area for superior
airflow. The end result is a gain of whp on average. Scope out the gains for yourself on the dyno
chart below â€” this system performs as good as it looks. While your Featuring a heat shield to
exclude engine bay heat from the intakes, this system keeps intake air charge temps nice and
cool. AS we said before though, the intake arms are only part of the intake restriction problem.
The bigger issue stares you in the face every time you pop the rear bonnet- that Y-Pipe that
feeds into the throttle body and the intake plenum itself. The Y-Pipe itself is the single biggest
restriction in the intake system. Easy to install and straightforward, this is seriously painless
power. Check out the video above explaining the purpose and the benefits of the IPD Y-Pipe and
why it produces the gains it does. After the Y-Pipe, the real place you pick up power is the
plenum. Given that the car remained strapped to the dyno for the duration, both before and after
the installation, heat soak would be expected to dampen the output, right? Even warm, the
plenum itself yielded a major gain across the entirety of the rev range. The reason for the gain is
the obvious improvement in flow. HARD turn. If you have questions or want to know more about
modding your intake system, ask our team of Mod Experts. Give them a call at , chat live at
ModBargains. Offering the additional benefit of shaving 30lbs off the rear of the car, allowing
you to accelerate faster and corner harder, the AWE Exhaust for the Porsche Available in a
range of exhaust tip options to suit any style, this system brings out the best in your If you have
a Available with your choice of tips as well, including these handsome RSR versions, it looks
great on any AWE Tuning is by no means the only option. Have a listen to the system in this
sound clip above. Do whatever you want in Europe, though, we could care less. As with all
exhaust systems for the turbo this is for off road use only and may never be used upon public
roads. The shortcoming of every turbocharged car is the intercooler. Every manufacturer either
makes them too small or does something terrible and stupid like using plastic endtanks like
some kind of moron. A pair of Wagner Tuning Evo Intercoolers for Porsche Turbo offer a
massive improvement in flow, reduction in air charge temperatures and therefore make more
horsepower and torque, and will do so more consistently than the garbage the car came with
stock ever could. This pair of intercoolers is also engineered for superior flow, consistency and
thermal transfer while also offering a stellar fit, which is what makes AWE Tuning one of our
favorites. God, look at that puny piece of junk, and just like we told you, failure prone, piece of
junk plastic endtanks. How shameful. Check out the massive improvement in performance. It

just goes to show you how much your stock intercoolers are holding you back, driving home
our point that your stock intercoolers really are quite terrible. Beyond the intercoolers, race cars
call for custom tuning to run their best. This incredible diagnostic tool allows you to run your
stock map on the way to the racetrack while scoping out every vital sign of your Porsche, and at
the press of a button, install your racetrack map and let it rip. If you have any questions about
intercooling or getting the most performance out of your Turbo, you can always consult our
team of Mod Experts at Upgrading your Porsche will make it more fun to drive and perform
better than ever. Posts made and opinions expressed are those of the individual forum
members Use of the Forum is subject to the Terms and Conditions. The opinions expressed on
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make to our Club. Forum Our online forum is where you can get help, swap tips and share your
experiences with other Porsche enthusiasts Regions Porsche Club is organised into 32
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model-specific Registers, each run by technical experts Images View our latest galleries and
photoshoots Videos Watch our latest videos Driving Routes Find a route near you or discover
somewhere new with our member submitted drives. Archive View library content, magazines,
workshop manuals and brochures. Lifestyle Limited edition prints, stationery and books Models
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have no liability in respect of them or the accuracy of the content. In , the Porsche Turbo had
another facelift and changes made to modernize the car. Porsche also introduced an "S" trim
with more power, centerlock wheels, and ceramic brakes as a common option. While the engine
is not Mezger based as the GT1 family engine found in the prior Turbo in terms of race pedigree
and proven track record, it did offer other advantages such as reduced turbo lag, fewer parts, a
wicked fast PDK transmission to replace the Tiptronic option, and better fuel economy. Driving
both stock, you'd probably find the Even so, in stock form the car tends to be a bit too soft,
quiet and to some extent, boring for some people. Very early in the Combined with our
experience on our Carrera S project car which shares much of the suspension with the Turbo ,
we had some good insight into all the ways to improve this new Turbo. Over the next few years,
we tinkered and tuned the car to further optimize what Porsche had done from the factory and
rolled this out onto customer projects as the new parts became available. Exhaust The exhaust
was re-designed and is all new for the Turbo model. Muffler - The Low Hanging Fruit. With Turbo
cars, the goal is generally to reduce backpressure, as throttle response and torque are
functions of the turbo's output, and for raw power on a turbo car, a straight pipe from turbo to
tailpipe will yield the most power. We believed from the beginning that the low hanging fruit on
this car was the muffler. Since the car is turbocharged with two catalytic converters, there's
quite a bit of restriction in the exhaust flow even without a muffler to account for - and it isn't
outrageously loud if you remove it entirely. So that's exactly what we tried:. You gain more

power at wide open throttle once the turbos have spooled you can hear the muffler restricting
the exhaust flow when you open up these Turbo cars under boost , and you get a much more
aggressive sound. You also remove a little weight from the car. And the best part is, if you do
not change any other parts on the car, it's still tame for freeway use, daily driving, and even
long road trips. You can make phone calls and have the complete Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
personas. A regional Cars and Coffee or Rennlist group may help you discover and hear
different exhausts in person, as videos never tell the whole story though we try! We have tried S
lip-On muffler replacement rather than removal exhausts such as the Akrapovic, but most of our
customers found they simply weren't aggressive or a big enough change from the original
muffler. Most people who wanted more change ended up replacing the headers or catalytic
converters later, at a higher cost and with more risk for check engine lights. Internally, the
original muffler is quite restrictive. We opted for two CNC mandrel bent tubes to maximize
exhaust flow, rather than an X-design that forces a "traffic jam" at the intersection. The result of
bypassing the component is more sound and better performance but reasonable cruising
volume and side effects:. More info on this product can be found here. Muffler with Catalytic
Converters. This was the only way to upgrade the exhausts on the and Turbo models, which
had the "cats" welded to the muffler and no easy way to replace one or the other. But things
changed on the Additionally, replacing the cats on these cars is against USA Federal emissions
laws, and high-flow cats tend not to be as reliable the OEM units which also fail eventually. The
result can be a check engine light on the dashboard That said, it's true that replacing the cats
and muffler with as free flowing options as possible will give the most power and the best
acceleration in events like quarter mile drag racing. Additionally, it adds another level of
exhaust noise for better or worse , more turbo whistling sounds, and faster turbo response.
High Flow Catalytic Converters or Bypasses. Why spend much more money modifying
something that will almost certainly cause problems when the muffler is right there and even
easier to replace? If a mild sound upgrade is in your desired mod list, consider a slip-on muffler
replacement such as the Akrapovic muffler. As for "cat bypasses" -- this is something we highly
recommend avoiding. Your car will emit magnitudes more emissions, resulting in quite a nasty
experience for the traffic and pedestrians around you. You will almost certainly have a check
engine light, and it's highly illegal in just about every country in the modern world. With trends
on vehicles heading toward electric and hybrids, you may demonize the enthusiasts and
expedite our beloved Porsches to an early grave. Don't be temped by cheap cat bypasses!
These cars were designed to have emissions equipment and run clean. They can make plenty of
power and sound good while still accomplishing this. Since the headers are the first component
directing the exhaust to the turbochargers, it's often assumed that large horspower gains can
be had from changing it out. Usually a header upgrade on a turbocharged car can help with
turbo lag, but Porsche has done a great job from the factory on these cars. The jury is still out
on what exactly an aftermarket header will offer for this vehicle we have not seen independent
dynos showing significant gains but it does make sense that an upgrade could add
performance at a relatively low cost. We will update this guide as we know more about the
results from header changes. Tuning and Performance Kits. The gains we saw were as high as
65 HP at the peak delta and 60 ft-lb of torque, with the most noticeable gains from RPMs.
Extensive testing was done in and with the EVOMS car, both in extremely high heat at Phoenix's
race tracks and drag strips, and on various customer cars over the next several years.
Hundreds of cars later, we have accumulated extensive testing and verified the safety of this
tune for long term use. No single parts will ever add as much power as an ECU tune on these
cars. It's the most effective way to add power. Whether you're planning to tune the ECU or not, if
you find out your car has original plugs with this type of mileage, do yourself a favor and
schedule to have them changed. The service interval might not say this, but we believe they
should be changed every 25, miles for best performance. Beyond HP. The But going beyond
that is a tricky situation. The turbochargers become the limiting power agent, as do the
intercoolers. But when you upgrade these, you run into a new problem: transmission and
engine problems. With a built engine, transmission, and supporting mods, going well beyond
HP is possible, but it's not something we recommend. We like to be sure our customers' cars
are very reliable for years to come. Some of the magic on this car is in the OEM intake system the factory airbox receives a rush of air at all times while in motion and the box is very well
designed. Adding cone filters or changing to carbon fiber might make the engine look nicer, but
it's unlikely to add any significant power. The original system also does a great job avoiding
heatsoak with its plastic walls and protected packaging. We do not recommend changing the
factory unit, as most designs on the market we have seen will allow hot, horsepower-robbing air
to be sucked in from the engine bay, which causes the intake temperature to climb and forces
the ECU to utilize lower maps for less HP. The OEM intake is designed to seal nicely against the

decklid to provide cold outside air. It is not a major bottleneck in the car's powertrain and no
aftermarket units we have tried proved to gain any horsepower on the dyno. The one way to
improve the original airbox is to upgrade to a higher flow air filter. While it will result in very
minor power gains, it is incremental with other upgrades and you can usually hear the
difference which can be fun! We apply the same logic to Intercooler upgrades as we do to
Power Kits on these cars. The car is so dang fast - how fast do you need to go? And what other
parts have you already replaced? The intercoolers could be upgraded for better performance,
but would not be the limiting factor unless you're in a very hot environment and have already
upgraded the turbochargers. And at that point you get into reliability of the transmission and
engine. After that, it becomes a liability. We do not offer parts to take you beyond this number
due to reliability concerns with the drivetrain, so we do not offer intercooler upgrades for these
cars. Upgrading the Intercoolers with stock turbos won't yield much increase in performance, if
any at all, and it's usually very difficult to install these. If your goal is to go a bit faster, tune the
ECU and exhaust. The same logic applies to the air ducts. They simply are not restrictive
enough up to even HP to justify changing these components out. Then you get into engine and
transmission reliability issues. While the part compatibility is the same with Turbos, the OEM
diverter valves tend to work a bit better on these cars than the billet alternatives. We've found
that the aftermarket units can cause check engine lights on the The PASM suspension on the
Most owners want to lower the car for aesthetic purposes or to lower the center of gravity with
stiffer springs in order to help cornering performance. This allows the Sport button to still work
as intended, lowers the car about 20 mm, and gives tighter and more resposive cornering
ability. The ride quality remains very compliant. For most types of driving and in city streets
with potholes and steep driveways, these springs still do a great job. We do not recommend
other brands of lowering springs. Some tend to sit too low, others sag over time, or offer a
bouncier, rougher ride quality. TechArt have a nice ride quality that allows the car to be driven
as intended, be it daily or for occasional track use. If you are also going to be sticking with
stock wheels and do not have centerlock wheels, with stock offsets, note that a lowered ride
height will also cause the wheels to look more "tucked" in. Quite often a fix is to use a wheel
spacer to "push" the wheel back outward towards the fender. For example with a TechArt spring
kit we usually recommend a 7mm in front and 15mm in the rear. These do not work for cars with
Centerlock wheels unfortunately. Since the OEM system was updated, it seems like a bad move
to "upgrade" to the older Bilstein kit, especially considering most people simply want to lower
their car. At this point we do not recommend other coilover kits for these cars as well: among
the options available on the market, no other works better for the street than the TechArt
springs and original shocks from what we've found, and most are designed for racing
applications e. Ohlins or Moton. Unless you are building a full time dedicated track car, the extra
adjustability of these coilover kits would likely be wasted, and the drawback of losing the PASM
functionality and having a rougher ride on the street would somewhat ruin the point of this great
street car. Suspension Links and Toe-Steer The upper rear suspension links 2 per side, 4 per
car on all models feature neoprene bushings and are non-adjustable in length. The RSS variant
adjustable links provide a long lasting, quiet solution to both of these problems by giving
adjustable length and monoball bushings on either end. These bushings stiffen up the handling
and feedback on the car, giving quicker handling response and more direct results when you
turn the car. The adjustable length helps to set the alignment to factory or race specs on
modified cars. The RSS replacement Toe-Steer kit also includes a monoball inner bushing,
giving further tightened handling and feedback as it replaces another neoprene bushing. The
length is adjustable for toe adjustment on the alignment beyond factory and the locking plates
ensure that the toe-angle does not swivel and change as the suspension arm travels up and
down with bumps, unlike the factory piece. The factory arms have two locations on either end of
each arm where Porsche opted to use a neoprene bushing, to quiet and dampen the street
driving. The result is better feedback and more direct handling; a stiffer setup that won't cause
headaches and back pain from extra jolts. Yes, these parts are okay for street use and it's
unlikely you'll complain about the extra noise, but the control arms probably have a larger effect
on Noise, Vibration, and Harshness than the Upper Links and Toe Steer Kit above if you plan to
upgrade in stages. An alternative is to replace the neoprene bushings in your stock control
arms, but the OEM arms are not split-design on these cars, meaning you cannot fully adjust the
camber. And due to the labor involved and the permanent nature of this modification, we find
it's better, easier and cheaper to simply swap them out. The sway bar is used to prevent the car
from rolling, and a stiffer bar will stop the weight from shifting as much side-to-side laterally
while cornering. There is no downside as far as noise or comfort lost by installing this type of
part. We especially recommend this in conjuction with other parts, such as lowering springs
and the links mentioned above. You can purchase these from Tire Rack. Whether your car has

5-lug or centerlock brakes, there are an abundance of wheel options on the market. The most
important thing to remember is to get the wheel safety lock properly secured before you go
ahead and torque the wheel tight. For wheels - we typically do not recommend upgrading them
for weight savings. It's a small number and an expensive proposition. If you prefer the look of
an aftermarket wheel, w e offer several lighter-weight forged options. The more track-minded
you are, the more likely you will end up with a second set of wheels. One set for the track and
one for the street. It tends to last longer as the tread-wear rating is considerably friendlier. Just
say no to 20s. Get that idea out of your head. It won't look good. It won't ride well. The geometry
and suspension was never set up for that sizing and we never put wheels larger than inch
diameter on the Brakes Got steel brakes? They've been upgraded to pseudo two-piece rotors.
Got PCCB's? Also bully for you albeit with a slight twist. Trying to improve upon the factory
system is like trying to take a top tier MMA fighter aside and saying, "I really like what you got
and I need you to go more than 5 rounds". It's not something that's really necessary, nor is it
easy to do. The factory brakes are world-class, make no bones about it. For a pure street car the
PCCB's should be left alone. It's just not something one really needs to tamper with unless
you're using the car extensively at the track. For steel brakes, you can certainly try running
more aggressive pads but be prepared to change rotors and induce even more noise more
frequently. The rotors will simply not last long enough to be economically viable. Because
you're no longer afraid of destroying your PCCB rotors you can opt for more aggressive brake
pad combinations and replace just the outer rotors retaining the aluminum hats when needed
for a much cheaper price than ceramic. Your hand brake still works, unlike some other brake
kits. A cheaper alternative is the mm Girodisc which we also offer. Track Safety and Interior.
That isn't to say "Don't track your Turbo" The engine and transmission are not really deisgned
to be wide open throttle for minutes at a time, and with the incredible power the car has, it also
is very hard on brakes and tires from this added speed doubling your issues. The first thing to
remedy if you do end up tracking the car more than a few times would be the seats. Sometimes
you can find a good deal on these used, on sites like Craigslist or Rennlist. With that, you
should add a harness bar such as the unit from RSS here , and 6-point harnesses for track
safety. As long as you're up to date on maintenance, you may have great luck with this car on a
track. We'd love to hear our experiences! The PDK is obviously lightning quick and very
reliable. We prefer to keep it that way: while some companies offer upgraded PDKs for ultra
high power levels or software tuning to modify the shift points, we think it's tinkering with
trouble. The original transmission works fine with HP, and going beyond that is exponentially
more risky and expensive. We do not sell upgrades for the shifting speed or durability of this
transmission. For the much more rare manual transmission, we do not recommend any changes
to the clutch, flywheel, or gearing. It's ideal from the factory and the stock clutch can take the
power limits of the transmission and engine. If you must go beyond HP, you may need to seek
out your own solutions. If you are just tuning the ECU or something similar for performance, a
stock clutch is preferred. The car does not see the same benefits from upgrading the flywheel
that you may see on a non-turbo car. SharkWerks Recommends for Street Use. SharkWerks
Recommends for Track Use. Shark Werks Tuning Guide for Porsche Sticky: Forbidden Topics.
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